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0. The purpose ofthis note is to present an alternative approach tothe 
“algebraic” Cousin complex, introduced by Sharp in [4]. We show how a 
little general localization theory simplifies th  construction of the Cousin 
complex as well as the proof of its properties. Moreover, itappears, e.g., 
that he technical P rtially Exact Cousin Complex Arguments (P.E.C.C.A.) 
in [4], used in the characterization of Cohen-Macaulay rings in terms of 
the exactness of the associated Cousin complex, may be avoided, thus 
making the corresponding proofs more transparent. Throughout, we 
assume the reader tobe familiar with the contents of [2, 51. 
1. Let us recollect here briefly some of the general terminology and
results on abstract localization the ry. To any idempotent kernel functor 0 
in R-mod, where R always denotes a commutative no therian ri g, we 
associate th subsets K(a) and Z(o) of Spec(R) consisting of all prime 
ideals p uch that a(R/p) =0 resp. a(R/p) =R/p. Clearly rris completely 
determined by K(o) (or its complement Z(g)), since an R-module M is 
a-torsion f a d only if Mp = 0 for all pE K(g). 
The localization functor associated to 0 is denoted byQc and is defined 
as Q, = limHom,(Z, -), where Iruns through t e filter of ideals ofR with 
o(R/Z) = R/Z. An R-module A4 is said to be g-closed if the (localization) 
morphism j: M -+ Q,(M) is isomorphic. If :M -+ N is a morphism with 
a-torsion kernel and cokernel, then it induces anisomorphism QJf): 
Q,(W -+ Q,(N). 
If f: R -+ S is a ring homomorphism, then 0 induces anidempotent 
kernel functor 6 in S-mod, given by 6(N) =G( RN) for any S-module N,
where R(-) is a restriction of scalars through f. It is easy to verify that for 
any S-module N, there is a canonical isomorphism RQb(N) =QJ R N). 
Note also that 5is determined by K(8) = {q E Spec(R); f-‘(q) E K(a)}. 
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The local cohomology functors associated to crare the derived functors 
Hd = R’a. For any ideal Z of R, let a,M = {m E M; 3n E N, Z”m = 0} for any 
R-module M. This defines an idempotent kernel functor inR-mod with 
associated local cohomology functors H’,= Hi,, which are easily seen to 
coincide with the “usual” ones (cf. [3]). 
More generally, if T5 u are idempotent kernel functors, then we define 
the relative local cohomology functors Hi,, =R’(a/r). Ifr5 0 s p, then we 
get along exact sequence 
Since a/r is not left exact in general, we do not necessarily haveHz,, = a/z. 
In fact, ithas been proved in [6] that H&,, = Q,, and from this it follows 
that Hz,,=aQ, for any r ga. 
2. For any positive nteger i and any R-module M we put 
U’(M) = {p E Supp(M); ht,p 5 i}. 
Here ht, p = KdimRP M,, the maximum length ofchains ofprime ideals of
Supp( M), terminating at p. Clearly, U”(M) = Supp(M), U’+ ’ (M) c Ui( M), 
and U’(M) - U’+‘(M) = {pe Supp(M); ht,p = i}. Let Y’(M) =
Spec(R) - U’(M); then clearly Y’(M) is closed under generalization, nd 
hence it defines an idempotent kernel functor aiin R-mod with K(a’,) = 
Y’(M). Since Ui+‘(M)c U’(M) for all i, we obviously have a% 2 
aa 2 . . . If M= R, then Supp(M) =Spec(R), soY’(R) = {p E Spec(R); 
ht(p) <i}. When no ambiguity arises, we just put a’= ai. 
3. We construct a omplex C’(M) as follows. Start from C-*(M) =0, 
C’(M)=M, and d-l: C-*(M) + C-i(M), the zero map. Assume we 
already have acomplex 
C-*(M) d-2 c-‘(M)+C’(M)-r ... +C”-*(M)s C”-l(M), 
where for each 15 i 5 n the support ofCoker(d’- ‘) lies inU’(M). 
Let N=Coker(d”-*) and put C”(M)= QM,,+,(N), where QM,n is the 
localization functor associated o a;, for each positive integer. If 
j: N + C”(M) is the localization map, then we let d”-‘: 
C”-‘(M) + N -+j C”(M), where C”-‘(M) + N = Coker(d+*) isthe natural 
map. Clearly, d”+’ d”-*=O and Coker(d”-‘)=Coker(j). If PE Y”+‘(M), 
then Np = QM,n+ ,UV,~ so Coker(j,,) = 0. Hence Supp(Coker(d”- I)) c
U” + ‘(M), and we may proceed inductively. Since the support ofN lies in 
U”(M), it is a”,-torsion hence so is C”(M) =QM,n+ i(N). It thus follows 
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that C’(M) is &,-torsion and~‘2’ -closed for every positive nteger i. The 
complex thus constructed is called the Cousin complex of M. 
4. The Cousin complex thus constructed oincides with the one defined 
in [4] and denoted by M’. Here Me2=0 and M-’ = M, as before, 
and M”= @ N,, where N = Coker(d”- ‘) and where p runs through 
U”(M) - U”+ ‘(M). For each 12 there is a map t: N -+ @ N, and Sharp 
points out in [4, (2.5)] that Ker(t) and Coker(t) both ave support in
U”+ l(M). But this implies that hese are a;+ ‘-torsion hence QM,n+ ,(t) is 
an isomorphism. The first member QM,,+‘(N) isjust C”(M), while the 
second member QM,n+ ,( @ N,) is again @ N,, since N,is 0: ‘-closed for
every PE Y”+‘(M) (cf. [2, 51). Hence QM,,* + ‘( 5) induces anisomorphism 
C”(M) -+ M”, which is easily seen to be compatible with the connecting 
maps d’. 
5. From this and Sharp’s [4, (3.5)], it follows that 
S-‘Ci(M)= C;ym~,(S-‘M) forevery multiplicative subs t S of R. This 
may, however, also be checked directly as follows. Suppose we already 
have an isomorphism of complexes 
s-‘c,2(M) - s-‘c,‘(M) ----* ..--* s-p-Z(M) s ‘dY2 - s-Yyl(M) 
/I II I/ II 
q24s-‘M)- c,‘,,(S-‘M)- . ..--* c;-,‘,(s-‘M)--.p 
d’klfi 
c;-,;(s-‘M) 
Let N’= Coker(S-’ dip’) and N” = Coker(d”,:&); thenN’ and N” are 
isomorphic. Moreover, N’ = S-’ Coker(d”,-‘) = S-IN. Now, from 
G(M) = QM,~+ I (N), it follows that S-‘C;(II~)=S-‘Q~,~+,(M)= 
;M:n+ ’
(S-IN) and on the other hand, C;.‘JS-‘M) = QSm~M,n+ ,(N”) = 
s ~,,,+‘(S-‘N).WehavetoshowthatQ,,,+,(S~’N)=Q,-~,,,+,(S~‘N). 
The first member is just S-IN localized at o’&+ ‘, the idempotent kernel 
functor induced byu ‘2’ in S-‘R-mod. One easily verities that K(a”,+‘) = 
{F’p; pnS=@ and p~K(a “,‘I)= Y>“(M)) = {S-‘p; pESupp(M), 
p n S = 0, htMp <n + 1 } = Y;+&(S- ‘M) = K(a”,i&,). So,8”M ’ = a;?,;,, 
which proves the assertion. 
6. Although Proposition 8 below also holds for modules, let us restrict 
to the ring R for notational simplicity. We write Q,, +’ for QR,n +’ and Hf, 
resp. H$, + , for HL, resp. Hf,,,,..,. For any p E Spec(R); wedenote by 
t+‘(p) the idempotent kernel functor inR,-mod induced by 0”. It 
follows that for n=ht(p), we have K(a”(p))= (qR,; qcp and 
ht( q) < n } = Spec( R,,) - { pR, } = K( oPRP), i.e., a”(p) = rspR,. 
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From [4, (2.5)] again, ithus follows that for any ME R-mod, there are 
isomorphisms 
HII,,+l~=an~n+l~=~n+l a”M= 0 (a”M),= @ a”(p)M= @ OpRpMp, 
P P P 
where ht(p) =n. As a consequence, Hi/,,+, M= 0, H&M,, for any 
positive nteger i.Using the cohomological characterization of Cohen- 
Macaulay rings, itimmediately follows that R is Cohen-Macaulay if nd 
only if H$, + 1 R=O for i#n or, equivalently, HkR =0 for i#n (use the 
long exact sequences !).
7. LEMMA. For any positive integer i and any idempotent kernel functor 
a, the module C’(R) is a-acyclic. 
Proof We want to show that H”,C’(R) = 0 for all n2 1, or since 
C’(R) = @ N,, where ht(p) =i and N is a’-torsion, thatHz(N,) = 0 for 
each of these p.Of course, Np is then a’(p) = a,,p-torsion, hence a,-torsion, - since ap = apRP in R,-mod. 
Now, if PER(~), then H”,(N,) = H”,(N),=O, since H”,(N) is a-torsion. 
On the other hand, if PE Z(a), then aP 5 a, so Np is a-torsion andagain 
H;(N,) =0, since local cohomology ataof a-torsion m dules ieasily seen 
to vanish. 1 
8. PROPOSITION [4]. The ring R is Cohen-Macaulay ifand only tf the 
Cousin complex C”(R) is a resolution of R. 
Proof Assume that C”(R) is exact; hen C”(R) is aa”-acyclic resolution 
of R for any n, so we may use it o calculate HL R. But, a”C’(R) = 0resp. 
C’(R), depending onwhether i < n or not, so HL R = 0 for i#n; i.e., R is 
a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Conversely, assume that R is Cohen-Macaulay, 
i.e., Hi,,, + R=O for ifn. Since an+k= 0 for k % 0, an easy devissage 
argument applied to the exact cohomology sequences a sociated o 
a~~1~an’2+1~an+2+(1+‘) yields that Hz_,,n+2=0. The long exact 
cohomology sequences thus yield anexact commutative diagram 
H” nJn +I 
“’ ,H”+l 
n + 2ln + 2 R 
I I II 
O=H;p,,,,,R- H” n-1/n+ 1 R- H”+l n+lln+2 R 
I Hi_ ,:,, = 0 
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So, Im(a+ ‘) =Im(ou) = Im(v) = Ker(cc”); hence we get a long exact 
sequence 
2”-1 f7+1 + H”,:;,,R- H” nfn t1 R&H n+ I/n+2 R+ . . . . (*I 
To conclude, l tus show that C”(R) =HE,,,+, R for all n. Since this is 
trivial for12 =0, we may argue by induction. From (*) we derive anexact 
sequence 
Here H~~~,,,,R= 0, H;in’ R, with At(p) = n + 1 and since very 
R -module is Qtp 
ni2 
(R) =R ) y;+;;i;;f (:c; PEK(~“+~) hence Q,+2(Rp)= 
I?+1 
n+2 ‘R “is 
1 ,,+ ,,n+2 R is G”+~-closed too. As 
obviously on + 2-torsion 
~~~~(?o~er(cP’))= H;Tij,,+2R, indeed. 1’ 
we find P+‘(R)= 
9. Note. The second part of the foregoing proof may also be derived by
noting that he spectral sequence associated to the filtration induced bythe 
0’ degenerates. 
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